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get better at math and numbers by realizing which math skills you already use in daily life and
learn new ones while having fun did you realize how much math you are already using when playing
computer games planning a trip or baking a cake this ebook shows how to expand the knowledge you
ve already got how your brain figures things out and how you can get even better at all sorts of
math explore amazing algebra puzzling primes super sequences and special shapes challenge
yourself with quizzes to answer puzzles to solve codes to crack and geometrical illusions to
inspire you and meet the big names and even bigger brains who made mathematical history such as
pythagoras isaac newton and alan turing whether you re a math mastermind or numbers nerd or are
completely clueless with calculations train your brain to come out on top how to be a math genius
explains the basic ideas behind math to give young readers greater confidence in their own
ability to handle numbers and mathematical problems and puts the ideas in context to help
children understand why math really is useful and even exciting fun cartoon style illustrations
help introduce the concepts and demystify the math mathematics is the backbone of all subjects
that s why it is called the queen since the vedic era the knowledge of mathematics has been felt
essential for the growth of human being the rishis were using mathematical knowledge to perform
yagna and making altar for yagna mathematics is now considered the dreadful subject and most
dangerous subject most of the students dislike it if you try to look at the reason you will find
that the basic knowledge of mathematics is missing causing a great loss to the subject most of
the basic and fundamental things have been arranged here with examples so that even a layman with
less or no knowledge of mathematics can begin to attract towards mathematics by gaining the
missing gaps this biography illuminates the life of ennio de giorgi a mathematical genius in
parallel with john nash the nobel prize winner and protagonist of a beautiful mind beginning with
his childhood and early years of research and teaching into his continued professorship and
solution of the 19th problem of hilbert this book pushes beyond de giorgi s rich contributions to
the mathematics community to present his work in human rights including involvement in the fight
for leonid plyushch s freedom and the defense of dissident uruguayan mathematician josé luis
massera considered by many to be the greatest italian analyst of the twentieth century this
volume illustrates de giorgi in full through documents from and direct interviews with friends
family and colleagues this is the first full scale biography of leonhard euler 1707 83 one of the
greatest mathematicians and theoretical physicists of all time in this comprehensive and
authoritative account ronald calinger connects the story of euler s eventful life to the
astonishing achievements that place him in the company of archimedes newton and gauss drawing
chiefly on euler s massive published works and correspondence which fill more than eighty volumes
so far this biography sets euler s work in its multilayered context personal intellectual
institutional political cultural religious and social it is a story of nearly incessant
accomplishment from euler s fundamental contributions to almost every area of pure and applied
mathematics especially calculus number theory notation optics and celestial rational and fluid
mechanics to his advancements in shipbuilding telescopes ballistics cartography chronology and
music theory the narrative takes the reader from euler s childhood and education in basel through
his first period in st petersburg 1727 41 where he gained a european reputation by solving the
basel problem and systematically developing analytical mechanics invited to berlin by frederick
ii euler published his famous introductio in analysin infinitorum devised continuum mechanics and
proposed a pulse theory of light returning to st petersburg in 1766 he created the analytical
calculus of variations developed the most precise lunar theory of the time that supported newton
s dynamics and published the best selling letters to a german princess all despite eye problems
that ended in near total blindness in telling the remarkable story of euler and how his
achievements brought pan european distinction to the petersburg and berlin academies of sciences
the book also demonstrates with new depth and detail the central role of mathematics in the
enlightenment publisher s description there are two kinds of math the hard kind and the easy kind
the easy kind practiced by ants shrimp welsh corgis and us is innate what innate calculating
skills do we humans have leaving aside built in mathematics such as the visual system ordinary
people do just fine when faced with mathematical tasks in the course of the day yet when they are
confronted with the same tasks presented as math their accuracy often drops but if we have innate
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mathematical ability why do we have to teach math and why do most of us find it so hard to learn
are there tricks or strategies that the ordinary person can do to improve mathematical ability
can we improve our math skills by learning from dogs cats and other creatures that do math the
answer to each of these questions is a qualified yes all these examples of animal math suggest
that if we want to do better in the formal kind of math we should see how it arises from natural
mathematics from npr s math guy the math instinct will provide even the most number phobic among
us with confidence in our own mathematical abilities all that mattered to him was the magic and
mystery of numbers the world of numbers was the sole reality for s ramanujan india s most famous
mathematician of the twentieth century a biography of john forbes nash jr winner of the nobel
prize in economics 1994 biography of srinivasa ramanujan aiyangar 1887 1920 mathematician from
india in todays increasingly complex and competitive world the most important thing a parent can
do for his her child is to nurture mathability mathability is an attitude those who say that
their child is poor in maths are doing an injustice to themselves and undermining their child s
future mathability is a skill that teaches a child how to think it is a skill that develops the
inherent intelligence potential enhances problem solving abilities and analytical focus the
methods and techniques described herein are as suitable for adults as for children with several
of these having successfully altered the mindset of senior executives and housewives the author
maintains that a child s curiosity and receptivity during infancy and childhood can never be
matched and we must as parents nurture the young minds by offering the right learning process and
motivation to develop the innate strengths possessed by each child his story is told in this book
by an author who is intimately familiar with the academic world that nash has occupied she wrote
it with the backing of princeton and nash s friends and colleagues a young mathematical genius
from india searches for the secrets hidden inside numbers and for someone who understands him in
this gorgeous picture book biography a mango is just one thing but if i chop it in two then chop
the half in two and keep on chopping i get more and more bits on and on endlessly to an infinity
i could never ever reach in 1887 in india a boy named ramanujan is born with a passion for
numbers he sees numbers in the squares of light pricking his thatched roof and in the beasts
dancing on the temple tower he writes mathematics with his finger in the sand across the pages of
his notebooks and with chalk on the temple floor what is small he wonders what is big head in the
clouds ramanujan struggles in school but his mother knows that her son and his ideas have a
purpose as he grows up ramanujan reinvents much of modern mathematics but where in the world
could he find someone to understand what he has conceived author amy alznauer gently introduces
young readers to math concepts while daniel miyares s illustrations bring the wonder of ramanujan
s world to life in the inspiring real life story of a boy who changed mathematics and science
forever back matter includes a bibliography and an author s note recounting more of ramanujan s
life and accomplishments as well as the author s father s remarkable discovery of ramanujan s
lost notebook what do bach s compositions rubik s cube the way we choose our mates and the
physics of subatomic particles have in common all are governed by the laws of symmetry which
elegantly unify scientific and artistic principles yet the mathematical language of symmetry
known as group theory did not emerge from the study of symmetry at all but from an equation that
couldn t be solved for thousands of years mathematicians solved progressively more difficult
algebraic equations until they encountered the quintic equation which resisted solution for three
centuries working independently two great prodigies ultimately proved that the quintic cannot be
solved by a simple formula these geniuses a norwegian named niels henrik abel and a romantic
frenchman named Évariste galois both died tragically young their incredible labor however
produced the origins of group theory the first extensive popular account of the mathematics of
symmetry and order the equation that couldn t be solved is told not through abstract formulas but
in a beautifully written and dramatic account of the lives and work of some of the greatest and
most intriguing mathematicians in history in 2000 keith devlin set out to research the life and
legacy of the medieval mathematician leonardo of pisa popularly known as fibonacci whose book
liber abbaci has quite literally affected the lives of everyone alive today although he is most
famous for the fibonacci numbers which it so happens he didn t invent fibonacci s greatest
contribution was as an expositor of mathematical ideas at a level ordinary people could
understand in 1202 liber abbaci the book of calculation introduced modern arithmetic to the
western world yet fibonacci was long forgotten after his death and it was not until the 1960s
that his true achievements were finally recognized finding fibonacci is devlin s compelling
firsthand account of his ten year quest to tell fibonacci s story devlin a math expositor himself
kept a diary of the undertaking which he draws on here to describe the project s highs and lows
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its false starts and disappointments the tragedies and unexpected turns some hilarious episodes
and the occasional lucky breaks you will also meet the unique individuals devlin encountered
along the way people who each for their own reasons became fascinated by fibonacci from the yale
professor who traced modern finance back to fibonacci to the italian historian who made the
crucial archival discovery that brought together all the threads of fibonacci s astonishing story
fibonacci helped to revive the west as the cradle of science technology and commerce yet he
vanished from the pages of history this is devlin s search to find him back cover this latest
title in the great minds of science series offers a look at one of the greatest minds of the
ancient world an original and profound thinker archimedes was a mathematician a physicist a
mechanical engineer and an inventor he is most famous for proving the law of the lever and
inventing the compound pulley profiles the life and accomplishments of the third century b c
greek mathematician and inventor including his geometrical discoveries solar system model and
military machines get better at maths and numbers by realizing which math skills you already use
in daily life and learn new ones while having fun did you realize how much maths you are already
using when playing computer games planning a journey or baking a cake this ebook shows how to
expand the knowledge you ve already got how your brain works things out and how you can get even
better at all sorts of maths explore amazing algebra puzzling primes super sequences and special
shapes challenge yourself with quizzes to answer puzzles to solve codes to crack and geometrical
illusions to inspire you and meet the big names and even bigger brains who made mathematical
history such as pythagoras grace hopper and alan turing whether you re a maths mastermind numbers
nerd or completely clueless with calculations train your brain to come out on top this essential
ebook explains the basic ideas behind maths to give young readers greater confidence in their own
ability to handle numbers and mathematical problems and puts the ideas in context to help
children understand why maths really is useful and even exciting fun cartoon style illustrations
help introduce the concepts and demystify the maths this book offers a unique account on the life
and works of srinivasa ramanujan often hailed as the greatest natural mathematical genius sharing
valuable insights into the many stages of ramanujan s life this book provides glimpses into his
prolific research on highly composite numbers partitions continued fractions mock theta functions
arithmetic and hypergeometric functions which led the author to discover a new summation theorem
it also includes the list of ramanujan s collected papers letters and other material present at
the wren library trinity college in cambridge uk this book is a valuable resource for all readers
interested in ramanujan s life work and indelible contributions to mathematics 180 pages of math
for creative people yes we add subtract multiply and use algebra but it s not like school it s
not even like the math you know it s all about inventing being creative and bossing around the
little people who run all your machines you will manage a business pay your little workers enter
competitions write advertisements become a journalist sell inventions and create new games
practice using all the math you will actually need in real life this is the ultimate mathematical
workout for creative thinkers this book was created as an alternative to boring and repetitious
math workbooks we all hate use this for homeschooling ages 13 to 17 or for any one who wants to
play with numbers there is nothing in this book that is not fun for age 13 and up homeschool high
school and middle school good for students with dyslexia adhd and autism the thinking tree
publishing alexander masters tripped over his first book subject on a cambridge sidewalk and the
result was the multi award winning bestseller stuart a life backwards his second he s found under
his floorboards one of the greatest mathematical prodigies of the twentieth century simon norton
stomps around alexander s basement in semidarkness dodging between stalagmites of bus timetables
and engorged plastic bags eating tinned kippers stirred into packets of bombay mix simon is
exploring a theoretical puzzle so complex and critical to our understanding of the universe that
it is known as the monster it looks like a sudoku table except a sudoku table has nine columns of
numbers the monster has 808017424794512875886459904961710757005754368000000000 columns but that s
not the whole story what s inside the decaying sports bag he never lets out of his clutches why
does he hurtle out of the house in the middle of the night and good god what is that noxious
smell that creeps up the stairwell grumpy poignant comical more intimate than either the author
or his quarry intended simon the genius in my basement is the story of a friendship and a pursuit
part biography part memoir and part popular science it is a study of the frailty of brilliance
the measures of happiness and britain s most uncooperative egghead eccentric jason padgett was an
ordinary not terribly bright 41 year old working in his father s furniture shop when he was the
victim of a brutal mugging outside a karaoke bar in 2002 that same night his stepfather died of
cancer and two weeks later his only brother went missing his body was discovered three year later
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the combined traumas of these three events proved unsurprisingly too much for jason and he
withdrew from life completely living as a hermit for four years suffering with agoraphobia and
the onset of ocd during this time he developed a fascination with the principles of the physical
universe devouring mathematics and physics journals he also started to see intricate webs of
shapes in his head and discovered that he could draw these by hand a chance encounter in a mall
pointed him in the direction of college there his extraordinary mind was recognised and he was
set on a path in which his drawings were identified as mathematical fractals and neuroscientists
were able to diagnose a unique individual jason is a miraculous everyman with an inspiring what
if story that pushes beyond the boundaries of what scientists thought possible history the past
general interest children s teenage daughter of the famous romantic poet lord byron ada lovelace
was a child prodigy brilliant at maths she read numbers like most people read words lady byron
wanted ada to be as unlike her father as possible ada grew up surrounded by an army of tutors who
taught her every subject every waking moment except for poetry in 1843 ada came to the attention
of charles babbage a scientist and inventor who had just built a miraculous machine called the
difference engine ada and mr babbage started working together a perfect partnership which led to
the most important invention of the modern world the computer age 9 this biography illuminates
the life of ennio de giorgi a mathematical genius in parallel with john nash the nobel prize
winner and protagonist of a beautiful mind beginning with his childhood and early years of
research into his solution of the 19th problem of hilbert and his professorship this book pushes
beyond de giorgi s rich contributions to the mathematics community to present his work in human
rights including involvement in the fight for leonid plyushch s freedom and the defense of
dissident uruguayan mathematician josé luis massera considered by many to be the greatest italian
analyst of the twentieth century de giorgi is described in this volume in full through documents
and direct interviews with friends family colleagues and former students as an historiographic
monograph this book offers a detailed survey of the professional evolution and significance of an
entire discipline devoted to the history of science it provides both an intellectual and a social
history of the development of the subject from the first such effort written by the ancient greek
author eudemus in the fourth century bc to the founding of the international journal historia
mathematica by kenneth o may in the early 1970s a funny marvelously readable portrait of one of
the most brilliant and eccentric men in history the seattle times paul erdos was an amazing and
prolific mathematician whose life as a world wandering numerical nomad was legendary he published
almost 1500 scholarly papers before his death in 1996 and he probably thought more about math
problems than anyone in history like a traveling salesman offering his thoughts as wares erdos
would show up on the doorstep of one mathematician or another and announce my brain is open after
working through a problem he d move on to the next place the next solution hoffman s book like
sylvia nasar s biography of john nash a beautiful mind reveals a genius s life that transcended
the merely quirky but erdos s brand of madness was joyful unlike nash s despairing schizophrenia
erdos never tried to dilute his obsessive passion for numbers with ordinary emotional
interactions thus avoiding hurting the people around him as nash did oliver sacks writes of erdos
a mathematical genius of the first order paul erdos was totally obsessed with his subject he
thought and wrote mathematics for nineteen hours a day until the day he died he traveled
constantly living out of a plastic bag and had no interest in food sex companionship art all that
is usually indispensable to a human life the man who loved only numbers is easy to love despite
his strangeness it s hard not to have affection for someone who referred to children as epsilons
from the greek letter used to represent small quantities in mathematics a man whose epitaph for
himself read finally i am becoming stupider no more and whose only really necessary tool to do
his work was a quiet and open mind hoffman who followed and spoke with erdos over the last 10
years of his life introduces us to an undeniably odd yet pure and joyful man who loved numbers
more than he loved god whom he referred to as sf for supreme fascist he was often misunderstood
and he certainly annoyed people sometimes but paul erdos is no doubt missed therese littleton a
creative and fun approach to math and problem solving for children who love hands on learning
this fill in book helps children to think like mathematicians by introducing key mathematical
concepts in a highly visual and entertaining way through fun activities and illustrations this
book thinks you re a math genius encourages young readers to engage with new ideas by
experimenting and investigating for themselves this book thinks you re a math genius explores
seven key areas of math geometry space and volume statistics numbers and number patterns codes
and ciphers and the concept of infinity each spread centers on an open ended question that
introduces a key mathematical concept and suggests activities that engage the child in a fun way
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activities include reading minds with math having a eureka moment and playing mathematical guess
who the end of the book includes a section of paper based crafts this creative approach along
with russell s wonderfully humorous hand drawn illustrations make math fun and accessible for
children mathematics is a science of rare mystery created by great mathematicians who can at
times seem like master magicians this book opens up the world of mathematics to a wide and
diverse audience of history science math and general interest readers stylish notebook 6x9 inches
lined 120 pages with table of contents and numbered pages for math lovers great design for
humorous mathematicians and mathematics lovers text this is my working on unsolved mathematical
problems book eye catcher say good bye to boring designs show the world what you really care
about original artwork with elegant typography design great gift buy this mathematical pun design
for a math genius handy convenient original fits into your backback or handbag thanks to the
handy 6x9in format take it with you wherever you go the lines support you when writing while
their light grey color leaves you all the freedom you need if you want to sketch or draw with 120
pages there s abundant space for extensive note taking numbered pages and a table of contents
make it easy to keep track of everything the original design is an eye catcher these simple math
secrets and tricks will forever change how you look at the world of numbers secrets of mental
math will have you thinking like a math genius in no time get ready to amaze your friends and
yourself with incredible calculations you never thought you could master as renowned
mathemagician arthur benjamin shares his techniques for lightning quick calculations and amazing
number tricks this book will teach you to do math in your head faster than you ever thought
possible dramatically improve your memory for numbers and maybe for the first time make
mathematics fun yes even you can learn to do seemingly complex equations in your head all you
need to learn are a few tricks you ll be able to quickly multiply and divide triple digits
compute with fractions and determine squares cubes and roots without blinking an eye no matter
what your age or current math ability secrets of mental math will allow you to perform fantastic
feats of the mind effortlessly this is the math they never taught you in school an engrossing
look at the history and importance of a centuries old but still unanswered math problem for
centuries mathematicians the world over have tried and failed to solve the zeta 3 problem math
genius leonhard euler attempted it in the 1700s and came up short the straightforward puzzle
considers if there exists a simple symbolic formula for the following 1 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 4 3 but why
is this issue the sum of the reciprocals of the positive integers cubed so important with in
pursuit of zeta 3 popular math writer paul nahin investigates the history and significance of
this mathematical conundrum drawing on detailed examples historical anecdotes and even
occasionally poetry nahin sheds light on the richness of the nature of zeta 3 he shows its
intimate connections to the riemann hypothesis another mathematical mystery that has stumped
mathematicians for nearly two centuries he looks at its links with euler s achievements and
explores the modern research area of euler sums where zeta 3 occurs frequently an exact solution
to the zeta 3 question wouldn t simply satisfy pure mathematical interest it would have critical
ramifications for applications in physics and engineering such as quantum electrodynamics
challenge problems with detailed solutions and matlab code are included at the end of each of the
book s sections detailing the trials and tribulations of mathematicians who have approached one
of the field s great unsolved riddles in pursuit of zeta 3 will tantalize curious math
enthusiasts everywhere a collection of short detective stories for young adults who are
interested in applying high school level mathematics and physics to solving mysteries the main
character is ravi a 14 year old math genius who helps the local police solve cases each chapter
is a detective story with a mathematical puzzle at its core that ravi is able to solve the résumé
the first edition of the book is a collection of articles all by the author on the indian
mathematical genius srinivasa ramanujan as well as on some of the greatest mathematicians in
history whose life and works have things in common with ramanujan it presents a unique
comparative study of ramanujan s spectacular discoveries and remarkable life with the monumental
contributions of various mathematical luminaries some of whom like ramanujan overcame great
difficulties in life also among the articles are reviews of three important books on ramanujan s
mathematics and life in addition some aspects of ramanujan s contributions such as his remarkable
formulae for the number pi his path breaking work in the theory of partitions and his fundamental
observations on quadratic forms are discussed finally the book describes various current efforts
to ensure that the legacy of ramanujan will be preserved and continue to thrive in the future
this second edition is an expanded version of the first with six more articles by the author of
note is the inclusion of a detailed review of the movie the man who knew infinity a description
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of the fundamental work of the sastra ramanujan prize winners and an account of the royal society
conference to honour ramanujan s legacy on the centenary of his election as frs this book offers
an alternative to current philosophy of mathematics heuristic philosophy of mathematics in
accordance with the heuristic approach the philosophy of mathematics must concern itself with the
making of mathematics and in particular with mathematical discovery in the past century
mainstream philosophy of mathematics has claimed that the philosophy of mathematics cannot
concern itself with the making of mathematics but only with finished mathematics namely
mathematics as presented in published works on this basis mainstream philosophy of mathematics
has maintained that mathematics is theorem proving by the axiomatic method this view has turned
out to be untenable because of gödel s incompleteness theorems which have shown that the view
that mathematics is theorem proving by the axiomatic method does not account for a large number
of basic features of mathematics by using the heuristic approach this book argues that
mathematics is not theorem proving by the axiomatic method but is rather problem solving by the
analytic method the author argues that this view can account for the main items of the
mathematical process those being mathematical objects demonstrations definitions diagrams
notations explanations applicability beauty and the role of mathematical knowledge relates the
story of the mathematical genius who solved one of the world s greatest intellectual puzzles the
poincarâe conjecture but could not cope with the reality of human affairs causing him to withdraw
first from the field he loved and then fromthe world in general kurt gödel s incompleteness
theorems sent shivers through vienna s intellectual circles and directly challenged ludwig
wittgenstein s dominant philosophy alan turing s mathematical genius helped him break the nazi
enigma code during wwii though they never met their lives strangely mirrored one another both
were brilliant and both met with tragic ends here a mysterious narrator intertwines these
parallel lives into a double helix of genius and anguish wonderfully capturing not only two
radiant fragile minds but also the zeitgeist of the era



The Mathematical Genius in You 2013
get better at math and numbers by realizing which math skills you already use in daily life and
learn new ones while having fun did you realize how much math you are already using when playing
computer games planning a trip or baking a cake this ebook shows how to expand the knowledge you
ve already got how your brain figures things out and how you can get even better at all sorts of
math explore amazing algebra puzzling primes super sequences and special shapes challenge
yourself with quizzes to answer puzzles to solve codes to crack and geometrical illusions to
inspire you and meet the big names and even bigger brains who made mathematical history such as
pythagoras isaac newton and alan turing whether you re a math mastermind or numbers nerd or are
completely clueless with calculations train your brain to come out on top how to be a math genius
explains the basic ideas behind math to give young readers greater confidence in their own
ability to handle numbers and mathematical problems and puts the ideas in context to help
children understand why math really is useful and even exciting fun cartoon style illustrations
help introduce the concepts and demystify the math

How to Be a Math Genius 2022-02-15
mathematics is the backbone of all subjects that s why it is called the queen since the vedic era
the knowledge of mathematics has been felt essential for the growth of human being the rishis
were using mathematical knowledge to perform yagna and making altar for yagna mathematics is now
considered the dreadful subject and most dangerous subject most of the students dislike it if you
try to look at the reason you will find that the basic knowledge of mathematics is missing
causing a great loss to the subject most of the basic and fundamental things have been arranged
here with examples so that even a layman with less or no knowledge of mathematics can begin to
attract towards mathematics by gaining the missing gaps

How to be Genius in Mathematics 2016-01-01
this biography illuminates the life of ennio de giorgi a mathematical genius in parallel with
john nash the nobel prize winner and protagonist of a beautiful mind beginning with his childhood
and early years of research and teaching into his continued professorship and solution of the
19th problem of hilbert this book pushes beyond de giorgi s rich contributions to the mathematics
community to present his work in human rights including involvement in the fight for leonid
plyushch s freedom and the defense of dissident uruguayan mathematician josé luis massera
considered by many to be the greatest italian analyst of the twentieth century this volume
illustrates de giorgi in full through documents from and direct interviews with friends family
and colleagues

A Pure Soul 2019
this is the first full scale biography of leonhard euler 1707 83 one of the greatest
mathematicians and theoretical physicists of all time in this comprehensive and authoritative
account ronald calinger connects the story of euler s eventful life to the astonishing
achievements that place him in the company of archimedes newton and gauss drawing chiefly on
euler s massive published works and correspondence which fill more than eighty volumes so far
this biography sets euler s work in its multilayered context personal intellectual institutional
political cultural religious and social it is a story of nearly incessant accomplishment from
euler s fundamental contributions to almost every area of pure and applied mathematics especially
calculus number theory notation optics and celestial rational and fluid mechanics to his
advancements in shipbuilding telescopes ballistics cartography chronology and music theory the
narrative takes the reader from euler s childhood and education in basel through his first period
in st petersburg 1727 41 where he gained a european reputation by solving the basel problem and
systematically developing analytical mechanics invited to berlin by frederick ii euler published
his famous introductio in analysin infinitorum devised continuum mechanics and proposed a pulse
theory of light returning to st petersburg in 1766 he created the analytical calculus of
variations developed the most precise lunar theory of the time that supported newton s dynamics



and published the best selling letters to a german princess all despite eye problems that ended
in near total blindness in telling the remarkable story of euler and how his achievements brought
pan european distinction to the petersburg and berlin academies of sciences the book also
demonstrates with new depth and detail the central role of mathematics in the enlightenment
publisher s description

Leonhard Euler 2019-12-03
there are two kinds of math the hard kind and the easy kind the easy kind practiced by ants
shrimp welsh corgis and us is innate what innate calculating skills do we humans have leaving
aside built in mathematics such as the visual system ordinary people do just fine when faced with
mathematical tasks in the course of the day yet when they are confronted with the same tasks
presented as math their accuracy often drops but if we have innate mathematical ability why do we
have to teach math and why do most of us find it so hard to learn are there tricks or strategies
that the ordinary person can do to improve mathematical ability can we improve our math skills by
learning from dogs cats and other creatures that do math the answer to each of these questions is
a qualified yes all these examples of animal math suggest that if we want to do better in the
formal kind of math we should see how it arises from natural mathematics from npr s math guy the
math instinct will provide even the most number phobic among us with confidence in our own
mathematical abilities

The Math Instinct 2009-04-29
all that mattered to him was the magic and mystery of numbers the world of numbers was the sole
reality for s ramanujan india s most famous mathematician of the twentieth century

S. Ramanujan 2004
a biography of john forbes nash jr winner of the nobel prize in economics 1994

A Beautiful Mind 2001-12-04
biography of srinivasa ramanujan aiyangar 1887 1920 mathematician from india

Srinivasa Ramanujan 1998
in todays increasingly complex and competitive world the most important thing a parent can do for
his her child is to nurture mathability mathability is an attitude those who say that their child
is poor in maths are doing an injustice to themselves and undermining their child s future
mathability is a skill that teaches a child how to think it is a skill that develops the inherent
intelligence potential enhances problem solving abilities and analytical focus the methods and
techniques described herein are as suitable for adults as for children with several of these
having successfully altered the mindset of senior executives and housewives the author maintains
that a child s curiosity and receptivity during infancy and childhood can never be matched and we
must as parents nurture the young minds by offering the right learning process and motivation to
develop the innate strengths possessed by each child

Mathability: Awaken The Math Genius In Your Child 2005-03
his story is told in this book by an author who is intimately familiar with the academic world
that nash has occupied she wrote it with the backing of princeton and nash s friends and
colleagues

A Beautiful Mind 1998
a young mathematical genius from india searches for the secrets hidden inside numbers and for
someone who understands him in this gorgeous picture book biography a mango is just one thing but



if i chop it in two then chop the half in two and keep on chopping i get more and more bits on
and on endlessly to an infinity i could never ever reach in 1887 in india a boy named ramanujan
is born with a passion for numbers he sees numbers in the squares of light pricking his thatched
roof and in the beasts dancing on the temple tower he writes mathematics with his finger in the
sand across the pages of his notebooks and with chalk on the temple floor what is small he
wonders what is big head in the clouds ramanujan struggles in school but his mother knows that
her son and his ideas have a purpose as he grows up ramanujan reinvents much of modern
mathematics but where in the world could he find someone to understand what he has conceived
author amy alznauer gently introduces young readers to math concepts while daniel miyares s
illustrations bring the wonder of ramanujan s world to life in the inspiring real life story of a
boy who changed mathematics and science forever back matter includes a bibliography and an author
s note recounting more of ramanujan s life and accomplishments as well as the author s father s
remarkable discovery of ramanujan s lost notebook

The Boy Who Dreamed of Infinity: A Tale of the Genius Ramanujan
2020-04-14
what do bach s compositions rubik s cube the way we choose our mates and the physics of subatomic
particles have in common all are governed by the laws of symmetry which elegantly unify
scientific and artistic principles yet the mathematical language of symmetry known as group
theory did not emerge from the study of symmetry at all but from an equation that couldn t be
solved for thousands of years mathematicians solved progressively more difficult algebraic
equations until they encountered the quintic equation which resisted solution for three centuries
working independently two great prodigies ultimately proved that the quintic cannot be solved by
a simple formula these geniuses a norwegian named niels henrik abel and a romantic frenchman
named Évariste galois both died tragically young their incredible labor however produced the
origins of group theory the first extensive popular account of the mathematics of symmetry and
order the equation that couldn t be solved is told not through abstract formulas but in a
beautifully written and dramatic account of the lives and work of some of the greatest and most
intriguing mathematicians in history

The Equation That Couldn't Be Solved 2005-09-19
in 2000 keith devlin set out to research the life and legacy of the medieval mathematician
leonardo of pisa popularly known as fibonacci whose book liber abbaci has quite literally
affected the lives of everyone alive today although he is most famous for the fibonacci numbers
which it so happens he didn t invent fibonacci s greatest contribution was as an expositor of
mathematical ideas at a level ordinary people could understand in 1202 liber abbaci the book of
calculation introduced modern arithmetic to the western world yet fibonacci was long forgotten
after his death and it was not until the 1960s that his true achievements were finally recognized
finding fibonacci is devlin s compelling firsthand account of his ten year quest to tell
fibonacci s story devlin a math expositor himself kept a diary of the undertaking which he draws
on here to describe the project s highs and lows its false starts and disappointments the
tragedies and unexpected turns some hilarious episodes and the occasional lucky breaks you will
also meet the unique individuals devlin encountered along the way people who each for their own
reasons became fascinated by fibonacci from the yale professor who traced modern finance back to
fibonacci to the italian historian who made the crucial archival discovery that brought together
all the threads of fibonacci s astonishing story fibonacci helped to revive the west as the
cradle of science technology and commerce yet he vanished from the pages of history this is
devlin s search to find him back cover

S. Ramanujan: The Mathematical Genius 2019-07-09
this latest title in the great minds of science series offers a look at one of the greatest minds
of the ancient world an original and profound thinker archimedes was a mathematician a physicist
a mechanical engineer and an inventor he is most famous for proving the law of the lever and
inventing the compound pulley profiles the life and accomplishments of the third century b c



greek mathematician and inventor including his geometrical discoveries solar system model and
military machines

Finding Fibonacci 2005
get better at maths and numbers by realizing which math skills you already use in daily life and
learn new ones while having fun did you realize how much maths you are already using when playing
computer games planning a journey or baking a cake this ebook shows how to expand the knowledge
you ve already got how your brain works things out and how you can get even better at all sorts
of maths explore amazing algebra puzzling primes super sequences and special shapes challenge
yourself with quizzes to answer puzzles to solve codes to crack and geometrical illusions to
inspire you and meet the big names and even bigger brains who made mathematical history such as
pythagoras grace hopper and alan turing whether you re a maths mastermind numbers nerd or
completely clueless with calculations train your brain to come out on top this essential ebook
explains the basic ideas behind maths to give young readers greater confidence in their own
ability to handle numbers and mathematical problems and puts the ideas in context to help
children understand why maths really is useful and even exciting fun cartoon style illustrations
help introduce the concepts and demystify the maths

Archimedes 2022-01-06
this book offers a unique account on the life and works of srinivasa ramanujan often hailed as
the greatest natural mathematical genius sharing valuable insights into the many stages of
ramanujan s life this book provides glimpses into his prolific research on highly composite
numbers partitions continued fractions mock theta functions arithmetic and hypergeometric
functions which led the author to discover a new summation theorem it also includes the list of
ramanujan s collected papers letters and other material present at the wren library trinity
college in cambridge uk this book is a valuable resource for all readers interested in ramanujan
s life work and indelible contributions to mathematics

How to be a Maths Genius 2021-05-30
180 pages of math for creative people yes we add subtract multiply and use algebra but it s not
like school it s not even like the math you know it s all about inventing being creative and
bossing around the little people who run all your machines you will manage a business pay your
little workers enter competitions write advertisements become a journalist sell inventions and
create new games practice using all the math you will actually need in real life this is the
ultimate mathematical workout for creative thinkers this book was created as an alternative to
boring and repetitious math workbooks we all hate use this for homeschooling ages 13 to 17 or for
any one who wants to play with numbers there is nothing in this book that is not fun for age 13
and up homeschool high school and middle school good for students with dyslexia adhd and autism
the thinking tree publishing

Srinivasa Ramanujan 2012
alexander masters tripped over his first book subject on a cambridge sidewalk and the result was
the multi award winning bestseller stuart a life backwards his second he s found under his
floorboards one of the greatest mathematical prodigies of the twentieth century simon norton
stomps around alexander s basement in semidarkness dodging between stalagmites of bus timetables
and engorged plastic bags eating tinned kippers stirred into packets of bombay mix simon is
exploring a theoretical puzzle so complex and critical to our understanding of the universe that
it is known as the monster it looks like a sudoku table except a sudoku table has nine columns of
numbers the monster has 808017424794512875886459904961710757005754368000000000 columns but that s
not the whole story what s inside the decaying sports bag he never lets out of his clutches why
does he hurtle out of the house in the middle of the night and good god what is that noxious
smell that creeps up the stairwell grumpy poignant comical more intimate than either the author
or his quarry intended simon the genius in my basement is the story of a friendship and a pursuit



part biography part memoir and part popular science it is a study of the frailty of brilliance
the measures of happiness and britain s most uncooperative egghead eccentric

How to Be a Math Genius 2015-12-02
jason padgett was an ordinary not terribly bright 41 year old working in his father s furniture
shop when he was the victim of a brutal mugging outside a karaoke bar in 2002 that same night his
stepfather died of cancer and two weeks later his only brother went missing his body was
discovered three year later the combined traumas of these three events proved unsurprisingly too
much for jason and he withdrew from life completely living as a hermit for four years suffering
with agoraphobia and the onset of ocd during this time he developed a fascination with the
principles of the physical universe devouring mathematics and physics journals he also started to
see intricate webs of shapes in his head and discovered that he could draw these by hand a chance
encounter in a mall pointed him in the direction of college there his extraordinary mind was
recognised and he was set on a path in which his drawings were identified as mathematical
fractals and neuroscientists were able to diagnose a unique individual jason is a miraculous
everyman with an inspiring what if story that pushes beyond the boundaries of what scientists
thought possible

Are You a Math Genius? the Inventor's Book of Calculation Games
- for Brilliant Thinkers 2012-02-28
history the past general interest children s teenage daughter of the famous romantic poet lord
byron ada lovelace was a child prodigy brilliant at maths she read numbers like most people read
words lady byron wanted ada to be as unlike her father as possible ada grew up surrounded by an
army of tutors who taught her every subject every waking moment except for poetry in 1843 ada
came to the attention of charles babbage a scientist and inventor who had just built a miraculous
machine called the difference engine ada and mr babbage started working together a perfect
partnership which led to the most important invention of the modern world the computer age 9

Simon 2014-04-22
this biography illuminates the life of ennio de giorgi a mathematical genius in parallel with
john nash the nobel prize winner and protagonist of a beautiful mind beginning with his childhood
and early years of research into his solution of the 19th problem of hilbert and his
professorship this book pushes beyond de giorgi s rich contributions to the mathematics community
to present his work in human rights including involvement in the fight for leonid plyushch s
freedom and the defense of dissident uruguayan mathematician josé luis massera considered by many
to be the greatest italian analyst of the twentieth century de giorgi is described in this volume
in full through documents and direct interviews with friends family colleagues and former
students

Struck by Genius 2017
as an historiographic monograph this book offers a detailed survey of the professional evolution
and significance of an entire discipline devoted to the history of science it provides both an
intellectual and a social history of the development of the subject from the first such effort
written by the ancient greek author eudemus in the fourth century bc to the founding of the
international journal historia mathematica by kenneth o may in the early 1970s

The Story of Ada Lovelace 2019-03-25
a funny marvelously readable portrait of one of the most brilliant and eccentric men in history
the seattle times paul erdos was an amazing and prolific mathematician whose life as a world
wandering numerical nomad was legendary he published almost 1500 scholarly papers before his
death in 1996 and he probably thought more about math problems than anyone in history like a
traveling salesman offering his thoughts as wares erdos would show up on the doorstep of one



mathematician or another and announce my brain is open after working through a problem he d move
on to the next place the next solution hoffman s book like sylvia nasar s biography of john nash
a beautiful mind reveals a genius s life that transcended the merely quirky but erdos s brand of
madness was joyful unlike nash s despairing schizophrenia erdos never tried to dilute his
obsessive passion for numbers with ordinary emotional interactions thus avoiding hurting the
people around him as nash did oliver sacks writes of erdos a mathematical genius of the first
order paul erdos was totally obsessed with his subject he thought and wrote mathematics for
nineteen hours a day until the day he died he traveled constantly living out of a plastic bag and
had no interest in food sex companionship art all that is usually indispensable to a human life
the man who loved only numbers is easy to love despite his strangeness it s hard not to have
affection for someone who referred to children as epsilons from the greek letter used to
represent small quantities in mathematics a man whose epitaph for himself read finally i am
becoming stupider no more and whose only really necessary tool to do his work was a quiet and
open mind hoffman who followed and spoke with erdos over the last 10 years of his life introduces
us to an undeniably odd yet pure and joyful man who loved numbers more than he loved god whom he
referred to as sf for supreme fascist he was often misunderstood and he certainly annoyed people
sometimes but paul erdos is no doubt missed therese littleton

A Pure Soul 2002-09-23
a creative and fun approach to math and problem solving for children who love hands on learning
this fill in book helps children to think like mathematicians by introducing key mathematical
concepts in a highly visual and entertaining way through fun activities and illustrations this
book thinks you re a math genius encourages young readers to engage with new ideas by
experimenting and investigating for themselves this book thinks you re a math genius explores
seven key areas of math geometry space and volume statistics numbers and number patterns codes
and ciphers and the concept of infinity each spread centers on an open ended question that
introduces a key mathematical concept and suggests activities that engage the child in a fun way
activities include reading minds with math having a eureka moment and playing mathematical guess
who the end of the book includes a section of paper based crafts this creative approach along
with russell s wonderfully humorous hand drawn illustrations make math fun and accessible for
children

Writing the History of Mathematics: Its Historical Development
2024-05-07
mathematics is a science of rare mystery created by great mathematicians who can at times seem
like master magicians this book opens up the world of mathematics to a wide and diverse audience
of history science math and general interest readers

The Man Who Loved Only Numbers 2017-10-17
stylish notebook 6x9 inches lined 120 pages with table of contents and numbered pages for math
lovers great design for humorous mathematicians and mathematics lovers text this is my working on
unsolved mathematical problems book eye catcher say good bye to boring designs show the world
what you really care about original artwork with elegant typography design great gift buy this
mathematical pun design for a math genius handy convenient original fits into your backback or
handbag thanks to the handy 6x9in format take it with you wherever you go the lines support you
when writing while their light grey color leaves you all the freedom you need if you want to
sketch or draw with 120 pages there s abundant space for extensive note taking numbered pages and
a table of contents make it easy to keep track of everything the original design is an eye
catcher

This Book Thinks You're a Math Genius 1990-03-30
these simple math secrets and tricks will forever change how you look at the world of numbers
secrets of mental math will have you thinking like a math genius in no time get ready to amaze



your friends and yourself with incredible calculations you never thought you could master as
renowned mathemagician arthur benjamin shares his techniques for lightning quick calculations and
amazing number tricks this book will teach you to do math in your head faster than you ever
thought possible dramatically improve your memory for numbers and maybe for the first time make
mathematics fun yes even you can learn to do seemingly complex equations in your head all you
need to learn are a few tricks you ll be able to quickly multiply and divide triple digits
compute with fractions and determine squares cubes and roots without blinking an eye no matter
what your age or current math ability secrets of mental math will allow you to perform fantastic
feats of the mind effortlessly this is the math they never taught you in school

Journey Through Genius 1998
an engrossing look at the history and importance of a centuries old but still unanswered math
problem for centuries mathematicians the world over have tried and failed to solve the zeta 3
problem math genius leonhard euler attempted it in the 1700s and came up short the
straightforward puzzle considers if there exists a simple symbolic formula for the following 1 1
2 3 1 3 3 1 4 3 but why is this issue the sum of the reciprocals of the positive integers cubed
so important with in pursuit of zeta 3 popular math writer paul nahin investigates the history
and significance of this mathematical conundrum drawing on detailed examples historical anecdotes
and even occasionally poetry nahin sheds light on the richness of the nature of zeta 3 he shows
its intimate connections to the riemann hypothesis another mathematical mystery that has stumped
mathematicians for nearly two centuries he looks at its links with euler s achievements and
explores the modern research area of euler sums where zeta 3 occurs frequently an exact solution
to the zeta 3 question wouldn t simply satisfy pure mathematical interest it would have critical
ramifications for applications in physics and engineering such as quantum electrodynamics
challenge problems with detailed solutions and matlab code are included at the end of each of the
book s sections detailing the trials and tribulations of mathematicians who have approached one
of the field s great unsolved riddles in pursuit of zeta 3 will tantalize curious math
enthusiasts everywhere

A Beautiful Mind 2019-05-31
a collection of short detective stories for young adults who are interested in applying high
school level mathematics and physics to solving mysteries the main character is ravi a 14 year
old math genius who helps the local police solve cases each chapter is a detective story with a
mathematical puzzle at its core that ravi is able to solve the

Mathematical Problems Book 2008-06-03
résumé

Secrets of Mental Math 2021-10-19
the first edition of the book is a collection of articles all by the author on the indian
mathematical genius srinivasa ramanujan as well as on some of the greatest mathematicians in
history whose life and works have things in common with ramanujan it presents a unique
comparative study of ramanujan s spectacular discoveries and remarkable life with the monumental
contributions of various mathematical luminaries some of whom like ramanujan overcame great
difficulties in life also among the articles are reviews of three important books on ramanujan s
mathematics and life in addition some aspects of ramanujan s contributions such as his remarkable
formulae for the number pi his path breaking work in the theory of partitions and his fundamental
observations on quadratic forms are discussed finally the book describes various current efforts
to ensure that the legacy of ramanujan will be preserved and continue to thrive in the future
this second edition is an expanded version of the first with six more articles by the author of
note is the inclusion of a detailed review of the movie the man who knew infinity a description
of the fundamental work of the sastra ramanujan prize winners and an account of the royal society
conference to honour ramanujan s legacy on the centenary of his election as frs



In Pursuit of Zeta-3 2007-04-23
this book offers an alternative to current philosophy of mathematics heuristic philosophy of
mathematics in accordance with the heuristic approach the philosophy of mathematics must concern
itself with the making of mathematics and in particular with mathematical discovery in the past
century mainstream philosophy of mathematics has claimed that the philosophy of mathematics
cannot concern itself with the making of mathematics but only with finished mathematics namely
mathematics as presented in published works on this basis mainstream philosophy of mathematics
has maintained that mathematics is theorem proving by the axiomatic method this view has turned
out to be untenable because of gödel s incompleteness theorems which have shown that the view
that mathematics is theorem proving by the axiomatic method does not account for a large number
of basic features of mathematics by using the heuristic approach this book argues that
mathematics is not theorem proving by the axiomatic method but is rather problem solving by the
analytic method the author argues that this view can account for the main items of the
mathematical process those being mathematical objects demonstrations definitions diagrams
notations explanations applicability beauty and the role of mathematical knowledge

Crimes and Mathdemeanors 2013-09-25
relates the story of the mathematical genius who solved one of the world s greatest intellectual
puzzles the poincarâe conjecture but could not cope with the reality of human affairs causing him
to withdraw first from the field he loved and then fromthe world in general

Gesammelte Abhandlungen - Collected Papers 2001
kurt gödel s incompleteness theorems sent shivers through vienna s intellectual circles and
directly challenged ludwig wittgenstein s dominant philosophy alan turing s mathematical genius
helped him break the nazi enigma code during wwii though they never met their lives strangely
mirrored one another both were brilliant and both met with tragic ends here a mysterious narrator
intertwines these parallel lives into a double helix of genius and anguish wonderfully capturing
not only two radiant fragile minds but also the zeitgeist of the era

Professor Chike Obi 2021-09-17

Ramanujan's Place in the World of Mathematics 1997-08-01

African Mathematical Genius 2022-03-07

The Making of Mathematics 2009

Perfect Rigor 2009-02-19

A Madman Dreams of Turing Machines
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